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Why proteomics?

Monti et al. 2019, J proteomics

Technological improvements aided the proteome depiction to have a 
pivotal role in the study of biological systems 
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Proteomics is the large-scale study of proteins
in cells, tissues, organs, fluids
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ÅIdentification of proteins in a medium range of pH and molecularweight
ÅTime-consumingand expensive(one mass spectrometryanalysis= 1 spot)

Ruiz et al., 2016 ; Zargar et al., 2016
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Gel-free proteomics

Protein
extraction

Protein
concentration

Label free, chemical/

isotopicallabelling

LC-MS/MS 
analysis

Protein
Identification

Identification of the most abundantproteins=> a depletion stepcanbe
includedfor the veryhighlyabundantproteins

Ruiz et al., 2016 ; Zargar et al., 2016

Protein A
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Proteomics : data analysis and mining

Gel-basedor Gel-free proteomicsprovide lists of protein IDswith their
abundancesto be analysed=> this talk focus on the data integration of 

protein IDsand abudances
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Descriptive and differential
statistics

Data analysis and data mining of lists of 

protein IDs and abundances
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http://prabig-prostar.univ-lyon1.fr/Articles/fdrtuto.pdf

Descriptive statistics : a very useful tutorial
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Descriptive statistics : PCA, clustering, heatmap

ÅObservation of the data to assess data distribution, overall variation, 

variability within each treatment group, outliersé

ÅComparison of  means and variabilities from those means

ÅAre the data normally distributed ? => to be transformed for parametrics

approaches or analyze by non-parametric methods.

ÅCorrelation plots to compare treatment groups
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Karimpour-Fard et al., 2015

The major classification methods

Methods What doesit do? Samplesize/data 
characteristics

Principal 
Component 
Analysis 

Separates features into groups based on 
commonalityand reports the weight of each 
ŎƻƳǇƻƴŜƴǘΩǎ ŎƻƴǘǊƛōǳǘƛƻƴ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ ǎŜǇŀǊŀǘƛƻƴ

Unlimited sample size, data 
normally distributed

Independent 
Component 
Analysis 

Separates features into groups by eliminating 
correlationand reports the weight of each 
ŎƻƳǇƻƴŜƴǘΩǎ ŎƻƴǘǊƛōǳǘƛƻƴ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ ǎŜǇŀǊŀǘƛƻƴ

Unlimited sample size; data 
non-normally distributed

Random 
Forest

Separates features into groups based on 
commonality; identifies important predictors

Performs well on small sample 
size ;resistant to over-fitting

Partial Least 
Square

Separates features into groups based on 
maximal covariation; reports the 
contribution of each variable

Unlimited sample size; 
sensitive to outliers

Support 
Vector 
Machine

Uses a user-specified kernel function to 
quantify the similarity between any pair of 
instances and create a classifier

Performs well on small sample 
size and resistant to over-
fitting
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The major clustering methods

Methods What doesit do? Samplesize/data 
characteristics

K-means
clustering

Separates features into clusters of similar 
expression patterns

performs best with a limited 
dataset, i.e., ~20 to 300 
features

Hierarchical
clustering

Clusters treatment groups, features, or 
samples into a dendrogram

Performs best with limited 
dataset, i.e., ~20 to 300 
features or samples

See the publication by Karimpour-Fardet al., 2015for more information 
on the strengths, weaknesses and mathematical mechanisms of each 

classification and clustering methods

Karimpour-Fard et al., 2015
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Differential statistics : concepts of p-values (1/2)

ÅThis is an answer to 2 questions : Whether the putative discovery is 

true or false, by relying on the null hypothesis ? What is the 

probability that a given false discovery is included in the set of 

selected discovery

The null hypothesis and the null distribution refer to the ñstandardò behaviorò  

that is the non-differential abundance

Putative discovery : any 

protein quantified in the 

experiment

True discovery : a protein that 

is differentially abundant 

between the biological 

conditions

False discovery : 

a protein that is not differentially 

abundant between the biological 

conditions

Selected discovery : a protein 

that has passed some user-

defined statistical threshold

Adapted from Burger, http://prabig-prostar.univ-lyon1.fr/Articles/fdrtuto.pdf
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ÅThis is an answer to 2 questions : Whether the putative discovery is 

true or false, by relying on the null hypothesis ? What is the 

probability that a given false discovery is included in the set of 

selected discovery

ÅTo answer => statistical tests quantify the similarity between the 

putative discovery and the null hypothesis

Åa p-value of 0.05 means that there is 5% chance of getting the observed 

result, if the null hypothesis (no difference among groups) were true.

Ý if 100 statistical tests are performed and for all of them the null 

hypothesis is actually true, it is expected that 5 of them will be 

significant at the p < 0.05 level, by chance. In this case, five 

statistically significant results are obtained, all of them being false 

positives (type I error)

Differential statistics : concept of p-values (2/2)

A p-value is applied to one protein (individual test)
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Differential statistics : available methods

t-tests : 

Students (the first version),

Welch (numerous variations)

Limma

ANOVA, mixt models...

Likelihood-ratio tests

compare two models provided the simpler model is a special case of the more 

complex model (i.e., ñnested"). LRTs can be presented as a difference in the log-

likelihoods (recall that log(A/B) = logAïlogB) and this is often handy as they can 

be expressed in terms of deviance.

Non parametric tests

do not assume anything about the underlying distribution and have great statistical

power, which means they are likely to find a true significant effect : Mann-Whitney, 

Kruskal-Wallis, Log-rank..tests
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Some tools for statistical proteomics

P Packages R  'mixOmicsó to analyse and integrate several types of 

ñomics dataò http://mixomics.org/a-prop os/publications/

Several software packages for analyzing proteomic data include

statistical tools : MaxQuant (Perseus), Skyline, Progenesis

Packages R specifically developed for the analysis of proteomic data:

ÅMSstats (Choietal.,2014,Bioinformatics,30:2524-2526)

ÅDAPAR & ProStar (Wieczoreketal.,2017,Bioinformatics,33,13513)

ÅSafeQuant (Ahrné, unpublished, https://github.com/eahrne/SafeQuant/)

ÅGiaPronto (Weineretal.,2017,Mol.Cell.Prot.doi:10.1074/mcp.TIR117.000438)

ÅMCQ (PAPPSO platform, Paris, unpublished)

ÅBazile et al., 2019

https://github.com/jane-bzl/Differential_abundance_and_correlation_to_one_factor)

https://github.com/jane-bzl/Differential_abundance_and_correlation_to_one_factor
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DOI : 10.5281/zenodo.2539329

https://github.com/jane-bzl/Differential_abundance_and_correlation_to_one_factor

Used in the publication  Pathways and biomarkers of marbling and carcass fat 

deposition in bovine revealed by a combination of gel-based and gel-free 

proteomic analyses. Bazile et al. 2019, meat science

Management of proteomic data to identify differentially 

abundant proteins according to one discriminant factor 

and to correlate their abundance with the value of this factor

Jeanne BAZILE, Ioana MOLNAR, Brigitte PICARD, Muriel BONNET

An available R script by Bazile and al.

https://github.com/jane-bzl/Differential_abundance_and_correlation_to_one_factor
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group id adiposity Protein1 Protein2 Protein3 Protein4

group1 1 6.3 230795072 72392559 -1308293 54238

group1 6 3.7 267670438 49956496 -1099355 23984

group1 3 4.1 1736366 57744002 -1188752 3574699

group1 4 5.1 72392559 65141951 -1234186 368571

group1 5 6.8 203517615 64672505 -1551479 65781

group2 2 3.0 275028504 64089037 -1125215 5348673

group2 7 2.1 2043358 41658946 -1132811 687253

group2 8 2.2 64089037 50876533 -1049944 68357

group2 9 2.3 231769965 37805488 -1134805 573521

group2 10 2.2 305818430 39682550 -1086689 68967

Groups made according
to the biological

conditions

Identification of the 
samples(number, 
letters or both)

Quantitative values 
relatedto the 

biologicalconditions

Values of proteinsabundances

R script by J. Bazile : the input table
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Shapiro test reports 
the normal (or not) 
distribution of an 

abundance 
(TRUE=normal 
distribution)

p-values from 
Student-t-test for 

normally or 
Kruskal-Wallis test 
for non-normally 

distributed (TRUE= 
significant pval) 

p-values from 
Student-t-test 
whatever the 
distribution of 

the data (TRUE= 
significant pval)

pval.shapiro normality
pval.testTor
KW

signif.testTorK
W

pval.Ttest signif.Ttest
pval.K
W

signif.KW

Protein1 0.089 TRUE 0.801 FALSE 0.801 FALSE 0.465 FALSE

Protein2 0.403 TRUE 0.040 TRUE 0.040 TRUE 0.047 TRUE

Protein3 0.018 FALSE 0.047 TRUE 0.061 TRUE 0.047 TRUE

Protein4 0.000 FALSE 0.175 FALSE 0.675 FALSE 0.175 FALSE

R script by J. Bazile : the output table

ÅResults saved in your directory as an Excel file (.csv)
ÅNo correction for multiple tests for the selected discoveries because the size of 

the set is below than 150 proteins in most of our proteomic experiments

p-values from 
Kruskal-Wallis -

test whatever the 
distribution of the 

data (TRUE= 
significant pval)


